STEER & HEIFER SALE

October 2nd, 2021
33732 SE White Oak Drive Corvallis, Oregon

Colson

Welcome

TO Legends of the fall 2021

Dear Friends & Guests,

W

elcome to the 3rd Annual Legends of the Fall Steer & Heifer
Sale. It is wonderful to see so many of you in person again –
especially after the past year and a half. We apologize for moving the sale location this year. The Arcuri Ranch is not available,
as Ryan and family will be at their world horse show during this
year’s sale. Nonetheless, we are thrilled to host a live sale, and to offer
the cattle we have assembled.
Arcuri Ranches, from Springfield, Oregon, is one of the state’s leading
Purebred Angus operations. Ryan and family have assembled over 40
head of the most trusted genetics from the industry’s leading programs.
You can find cow families from Express, Silveiras, Gohrs, and more roaming the hills of the ranch. The Arcuris focus on producing foundationally
sound heifers and bulls that read with some of the best EPD numbers
in the breed. These cattle also possess the phenotype that makes them
ultra-competitive in the show ring. Arcuri Ranches has won numerous
jackpots and state fairs with their females, while their bull program has
produced the Supreme Champion Bull at the Klamath Bull Sale twice.
Colson Cattle is based outside of Corvallis, Oregon. The farm is
keenly focused on raising the highest quality show steers and heifers for
4-H, FFA, and jackpot exhibitors. We mostly use a purebred cow-base,
crossed with some of the winning-est show and club calf sires to ever
stand in front of a backdrop. Understanding the genetics and how these
outcrosses work is why Colson Cattle remain sound, functional, and productive. Colson Cattle are very competitive! The Colsons have produced
very competitive cattle, many of which have been winners at local, state,
and national shows. Colson Cattle also offers a unique opportunity for youth to raise and sell show projects through their cooperator program. For more information on the cooperator program visit with TJ or
Samantha.
Arcuri Ranches and Colson Cattle partnered in 2019 for the first “Legends of the Fall Sale”. Both programs
have tremendous synergy. Working together not only provides our customers with more options, it also
brings together more than three decades of raising superior cattle. When you purchase cattle from either
operation you just don’t buy an animal. You are investing into proven programs with next level service and
support.
Whether you are a long-time returning customer or here for the first time, we are confident that you will be
impressed and appreciate the 2021 offering of calves.
From our families to yours, we thank you for coming and for your interest in our programs!
Best Regards,
The Arcuris & Colsons

Information
Purchase without attendance:

Buyers unable to attend the sale can contact the sale day phones, ringmen, or auctioneer to submit their
bids. Sale Day Phones will also contact buyers upon request.

Terms & Conditions:

Cattle sell under the suggested Terms and Conditions of the American Angus Association.
angus.org/pub/suggested_sale_terms.pdf
Each seller may have their own supplemental Terms and Conditions document. Such a document will be
available the day of the sale.

Announcements:

Updates around the cattle or sale may become available the day of the sale. Those updates will be provided by a supplemental form in writing or verbally announced from the auction block. All supplemental
updates expressed verbally or in writing the day of the sale precede the printed matter contained in this
sale book.

Herd Health:

All cattle we be accompanied by a vaccination health record and the proper health certificates as required.

Payment, Loading, and Yardage:

Payment for all cattle being sold is due at the conclusion of the sale and before cattle are released. Payment methods include cash, check, and possibly credit card. If using a credit card, a 3% service fee will
be calculated from the amount due and added to the final invoice. Sale cattle will not be released until the
conclusion of the sale. Loading of cattle will require the buyer to show proof of ownership with a copy of
a paid invoice and signed Bill of Sale from the sale management. If you make a purchase and are unable
to remove your cattle from the sale facility 24-hours after the conclusion of the sale, you will need to make
arrangements with TJ or Samantha Colson. A yardage fee of $10 per head per day may be added for
cattle staying beyond the 24-hour grace period. Under no circumstances will the Sellers (Colson Cattle or
Arcuri Ranches) assume risk or liability for cattle left in yardage.

Refreshments:

Complimentary snacks, food, and beverages will be available.

For More Information:

Please visit us on Facebook:
Legends Of The Fall Steer & Heifer Sale
Colson Cattle
Arcuri Ranches LLC

Ringmen:

Russ Paulson 951-757-0642
Mac Stewart 503-369-0865

Sale Day Phones:
Sale managed by:
Auctioneer:

Jake Cheechov 541-913-7455

Pacific Industrial Auctions
& Appraisals

Lance Gilbert 970-580-2318
Ryan Arcuri 541-520-0436
TJ Colson 541-230-0226

Commercial Heifers
LOT # 1 - simplify x Uno Mas

SIRE: Simplify
Dam: Uno Mas X Dameron First Impression		
DOB: 2/1/21

This first of February born heifer calf is the one we call,
“Rain”. Those that know our program know of Rio. Rio
is out of our First Impression cow, Ruby. Ruby’s heifer
calf, Rio, was a female that was campaigned throughout the west in 2020 and was one that easily found
success in the ring. We elected to retain Rio to grow
our program. This year, Rio had her first calf. This phenomenal heifer, who is sound, extended, big ribbed,
and deep flanked is sure impressive. This is your
chance to own the first of the Rio progeny. *This heifer
has the possibility to be registered upon request.

LOT # 1A - Uno Mas x Dameron First impression
SIRE: Uno Mas
Dam: Dameron First Impression
DOB: 3/17/21

We call this heifer calf, “Raina”. Those who have studied the pedigree on this female know it’s a full sibling to
the Rio cow referenced above. We decided to keep Rio
last year or until we were able to make another one. As
luck would have it, we bred our First Impression cow
(Ruby) back to Uno Mas and made another. That bull
has been the perfect match for this cow. These females
are impeccably structured, wide based, square made,
elegantly fronted, and very levelheaded. We have two
very elite females being offered but we are only selling
ONE. We thought we would let YOU make the decision
on the one you want to own, and we will keep the heifer not sold as “choice” in the sale. Here’s your chance
to own Ear Tag 1 or 1A. *This heifer has the possibility
to be registered upon request.

Lot # 2 - I-80 X Blue Chip
SIRE: I-80
Dam: EXAR Blue Chip ET
DOB: 2/14/21

This heifer is out of our Lemon Gilt EXAR Blue Chip ET
cow, Jilt. “Jade” is the name of the heifer. Talk about
super heavy structured, deep bodied, cow powered female. This big eared heifer has come a long way since
weaning and is only getting better and better as each
day passes. She is heifer that will go on to make some
incredible show steers. *This heifer could be registered
upon request.

Purebred angus Heifers
LOT # 3 – 2103 EXAR PONDER X EXAR PRIMROSE

SIRE: EXAR Ponder 3515B (AAA# 17490196)
DAM: EXAR Primrose (straight from the Express program)
DOB: 1/29/21
This is a heifer you can build a registered program around!
She goes straight back to the infamous Primrose Cow
Family. She’s a broody, big bellied female who possess that
exotic angus front end everyone seeks.

Lot # 4 – 2112 Werner flat top x acuri’s lady maxine
SIRE: Werner Flat Top
Dam: Arcuri’s Lady Maxine 1917 (Sired by PVF Insight)
DOB: 2/10/21

Here’s one sired by one of the hottest AI bulls in the angus
breed right now, Werner Flat Top. To make things that
much sweeter, this heifer goes back to one of our
winning-est cow families, Lady Maxine!

LOT # 5 – 2119 Exar Ponder X Acuri’s rita

SIRE: EXAR Ponder 3515B (AAA# 17490196)
Dam: Arcuri’s Rita 1717 (goes back to an embryo package

purchased directly from Express)
DOB: 2/19/21
The grand dam of this heifer, EXAR Rita 7854, ranks
among the top 10% of the angus breed for CED and in the
top 15% for BW EPD’s. This heifer is extremely cool fronted
and very easy going.

Lot # 6 – 2114 Musgrave Sky high X acuri’s Wendy
SIRE: Musgrave Sky High
Dam: Arcuri’s Wendy 548
DOB: 2/11/21

Here’s maybe one of the most storied heifers of the sale!
If you know or have studied this pedigree at all you will
find some of the angus breeds most prolific show lineages. EXAR Classen and Silveriras S Sis GQ to name a few.
This heifers dam is from one of the most notable lineages,
BAAR USA Wendy 5129. This is one you don’t want to
miss owning!

STEERS
Lot # 10 Material Made x thunderstruck
SIRE: Material Made
Dam Sire: WAGR Thunderstruck 21B
DOB: 2/14/21

This mid-February born steer is the one we call, “Beans or JB”.
When it comes to power, this calf has it all. He’s slick fronted,
square in his design, massively hipped, and balances well. From a
pedigree standpoint, he’s the most elite steer calf in the offering. His
granddam was Reserve Division in Denver while his dam was Reserve Female at OSF. He is sired by the great Maternal Made. They
sold half interest of that bull at the 2016 Embryos on Snow Sale for
$300,000.

Lot # 11 In God We Trust x BC Lookout

SIRE: IGWT		
Dam sire: BC Lookout 7024
DOB: 2/11/21

This steer is affectionately referred to as “Goldie Bear” around the
farm. He has one of the best personalities and he takes it one step
further by being one of the best steers ever raised by us. This yellow
calf has tremendous hair and is extremely sound. He leads with so
much power and muscle and will be a great jackpot or county fair
show steer. His mother produced the 2019 Grand Champion Market
Steer at the Benton County Fair. This is another calf who comes
from bloodlines that have dominated their respective breeds and
show rings.

Lot # 12 Uno Mas x Vin-Mar O’reilly Factor
SIRE: Uno Mas		
Dam SIRE: Vin-Mar O’Reilly Factor
DOB: 2/4/21

If you are looking for a steer who is the most efficient converter,
look no further and meet “Earl”. The clubby bull Uno Mas has done
incredible things for our program. Therefore, we elected to match
him to our best producing angus cow for this one. Our Ever Entense
Ellie cow produced the 2020 Reserve Grand Champion Market
Steer at Benton County Fair. When you study this steer, it’s easy to
see that he’s the biggest structured and massive calf being offered.
Just shear power and performance. He will be an easy feeding steer
perfect for jackpots and early county fairs.

Lot # 13 May we all x Connealy Black Granite
SIRE: May We All
Dam Sire: Connealy Black Granite
DOB: 2/9/21

“FGL” has been a standout of ours since hitting the ground. This
steer is super athletic and balances up as good as any of the cattle
being offered. The angus haired steer profiles exceptionally well and
when you really get to studying on him you will see that he packs a
ton of power into his skeleton.

STEERS
Lot # 14 Steam Roller x Arcuri’s Resistol
SIRE: Steam Roller
Dam Sire: Arcuri’s Resistol 1607
DOB: 2/13/21

Around the farm we call this calf “Hi-Ho Silver”. His name has
nothing to do with his pedigree. Simply, this silver haired calf is
amazingly goose fronted. When he’s in the pen and on the move,
his arrogance with how he carries himself is easily discovered.
Don’t let that be of concern as this steer is super gentle. He is a
steer that packs a tremendous amount of muscle into his body.
If you want one that’s big ribbed and sappy bellied, he’s the one
you’re after.

Lot # 15 Choppin Wood x Exar Upshot
SIRE: Choppin Wood
Dam SIRE: EXAR Upshot 0562B
DOB: 3/17/21

“Axe”, who’s an almost white colored steer, might be a perfect
candidate for a slick show. Even though he comes from some old
school genetics, they are genetics that have produced thousands
of wins over the years. He is huge hipped, super square topped,
and has great rib shape. As one of the few March born calves, he
will work for several different applications.

Lot # 16 Uno Mas x Choppin Wood
SIRE: Uno Mas		
Dam SIRE: Choppin Wood
DOB: 2/4/21

“King” is one of the cooperative calves in the sale. Raised in
partnership with Grace Cattle, who purchased our Choppin Wood
Cow “Kate” as a bred during our private treaty bred female sale,
is one of only two double bred clubby steers in the sale. King is
an early born February calf that will work for those early season
shows and fairs. This calf is another strong converter who possess a tremendous mount of muscle and power.

Lot # 17 Uno Mas x Jesse James
SIRE: Uno Mas 		
Dam SIRE: Jesse James
DOB: 3/5/21

“Arnie” is the other cooperative calf in the sale. Raised in partnership with Maddie Jo, this steer is the only other double bred clubby steer in the sale and the only other March born calf. This is one
of our favorite steers in the sale. You must appreciate this one’s
bone, extension, design, and power. He’s also one the deeper
body steers in the sale adding to his overall appeal. This steer has
a bright future ahead.

STEER & HEIFER SALE

Thank you

For Attending our sale!
Colson
Reference Sires

Choppin Wood

Material Made

1-80

May We All

In God We Trust

Simplify

UNO MAS

